Deploying Arm Rest/Rifle Butt Rest
When the Arm Rest/Rifle Stock Rest is attached to the Chair
but not in use, the securing pin should be pulled to allow the
pad to be placed vertical. Untighten the Rest clamp
adjustment thumbscrew (green), extend the Rest until the
open end of the pad bracket aligns with the narrower body of
the Rifle Support Arm, then allow the Rest to return to its
lowest point and retighten the clamp adjustment thumbscrew
(green). This will retain the Arm/Rifle Stock Rest in an upright
position, parallel to the Rifle Support Arm for ease of
transportation.
IMPORTANT: first attain the most comfortable and
secure shooting position for you and your rifle, in
relation to the front rifle support arm!
Trying to set both rifle rest and arms rest at the
same time may prove a little difficult.

Deploying the Arm/Rifle Stock Rest:
Untighten the Rest clamp adjustment thumbscrew (green),
extend the rest until the open end of the pad bracket aligns
with the narrower body of the Rifle Support Arm.

Pivot the rest towards you.

Position the Pad horizontal until the bottom hole in
the Pad bracket aligns with the hole in the Arm/Rifle
Stock Rest extension piece. Insert the detent pin to
secure this position.
The Arm/Rifle Stock Rest is now ready to use.
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FRONT RIFLE SUPPORT ARM
ARM REST/RIFLE BUTT REST
RIGHT SHOULDER/RIGHT HAND
SHOOTING
View from the front!

Clamp adjustment thumbscrew (green)

FRONT RIFLE SUPPORT ARM
ARM REST/RIFLE BUTT REST
LEFT SHOULDER/LEFT HAND
SHOOTING
View from the front!

Clamp adjustment thumbscrew (green)
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IMPORTANT: first attain the most comfortable and secure shooting position for you and your
rifle, in relation to the front rifle support arm!
Trying to set both rifle rest and arms rest at the same time may prove a little difficult.

Arm/Rifle Stock Rest – Used as Arm Rest
NOTE:
Arm Rest Pad is pivoted
off centre –
This means the bias of
the pad can point
backward when deployed
as an Arm Rest and is
usually at its best in its
lowest position and
should be resting against
your body.
This can be a great advantage
should you need to adjust
posture slightly when aligning
for a shot.

VERY SOLID!

Arm/Rifle Stock Rest – Used as Rifle Butt Rest
NOTE:
Arm Rest Pad is pivoted
off centre –
This means the bias of
the pad can point
forward with the arm
extended up to the
underside of the Rifle
Stock when deployed.
The Pad should be
resting against your
body.
This can be a great
advantage should you need
to adjust posture slightly
when aligning for a shot.

VERY, VERY SOLID!
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